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AVR Programming: Learning to Write Software for HardwareMaker Media, Inc, 2014

	
		Atmel's AVR microcontrollers are the chips that power Arduino, and are the go-to chip for many hobbyist and hardware hacking projects. In this book you'll set aside the layers of abstraction provided by the Arduino environment and learn how to program AVR microcontrollers directly. In doing so, you'll get closer to the...
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Intel Edison Projects: Build exciting IoT projects with Intel EdisonPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Build powerful Robots and IoT solutions using Intel Edison

	
		About This Book

		
			Learn to build advanced level robots with Intel Edison and Arduino
	
			Efficiently build and program home automation and IoT projects with Intel Edison
	
			Master the skills of creating...
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Arduino For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	
		Arduino is a tool, a community, and a way of thinking that is affecting
	
		how we use and understand technology. It has rekindled a love and
	
		understanding for electronics for many people, including myself, who felt
	
		that electronics was something that they had left behind at school.
	


	
		Arduino is tiny...
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Arduino CookbookO'Reilly, 2011

	
	
		This book was written by Michael Margolis with Nick Weldin to help you explore the
	
		amazing things you can do with Arduino.
	

	
		Arduino is a family of microcontrollers (tiny computers) and a software creation environment
	
		that makes it easy for you to create programs (called sketches) that can interact
	
		with the...
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Raspberry Pi Home Automation with ArduinoPackt Publishing, 2013

	Low-cost and high-performing, with a massively diverse range of uses and applications, the Raspberry Pi is set to revolutionize the way we think about computing and programming. By combining the Raspberry Pi with an Arduino board you'll be able to revolutionize the way you interact with your home and become part of a rapidly growing group...
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Create Web Charts with D3Apress, 2014

	Create Web Charts with D3 shows how to convert your data into eye-catching, innovative, animated, and highly interactive browser-based charts. This book is suitable for developers of all experience levels and needs: if you want power and control and need to create data visualization beyond traditional charts, then D3 is the...
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How to Make a RobotMaker Media, Inc, 2018

	
		
			Learn the basics of modern robotics while building your own intelligent robot from scratch! You'll use inexpensive household materials to make the base for your robot, then add motors, power, wheels, and electronics.

			

			But wait, it gets better: your creation is actually five robots in one! -- build...
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Practical Electronics for Inventors, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2013

	THE ELECTRONICS KNOW-HOW YOU NEED TO BECOME A SUCCESSFUL INVENTOR


	"If there is a successor to Make: Electronics, then I believe it would have to be Practical Electronics for Inventors....perfect for an electrical engineering student or maybe a high school student with a strong aptitude for...
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Practical AVR Microcontrollers: Games, Gadgets, and Home Automation with the Microcontroller Used in the Arduino (Technology in Action)Apress, 2012


	The microcontroller unit (MCU) is the ultimate electronics tinker-toy, and in this book you’re going to see

	how to tinker away with it to your heart’s delight! My intended audience for this book is those who like to learn

	hands-on. Learning by doing and seeing has always been my preferred way to learn: If it’s yours...
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Beginning NFC: Near Field Communication with Arduino, Android, and PhoneGapO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Jump into the world of Near Field Communications (NFC), the fast-growing technology that lets devices in close proximity exchange data, using radio signals. With lots of examples, sample code, exercises, and step-by-step projects, this hands-on guide shows you how to build NFC applications for Android, the Arduino microcontroller,...
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Make a Mind-Controlled Arduino Robot: Use Your Brain as a Remote (Creating With Microcontrollers Eeg, Sensors, and Motors)Make Books, 2011

	
	
		Shortly, you will build your own mind-controlled robot. But that’s just the
	
		beginning of what you’ll be able to do. As you follow the explanations for
	
		components and codes, you will thoroughly understand how your robot
	
		works. You can keep applying the knowledge to your own robots and EEGbased...
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Getting Started with ArduinoMaker Media, Inc, 2011

	
		Arduino is the open-source electronics prototyping platform that’s taken the design and hobbyist world by storm. This thorough introduction, updated for Arduino 1.0, gives you lots of ideas for projects and helps you work with them right away. From getting organized to putting the final touches on your prototype, all the...
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